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Abstract

Exploring the Development Process of 
Female Football in Ecuador

Nicolás Terán

Global Sport Management, Department of Physical Education

The Graduate School

Seoul National University

This research work identifies and analyzes the development process 

of women's football in Ecuador. Through a chronological approach, four 

crucial stages are defined: neighborhood leagues, national team creation, 

amateur championships and a national championship.

In order to have a perspective of the context of women's football in 

the country, a work of information gathering was carried out, and later 

interviews were conducted with different actors that form the female 

national football environment: players, coaches, managers and relatives of 

athletes.
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The results obtained reflect essential problems that women's football 

is going through, both at a managerial level and at a social level. Some of 

these problems are lack of planning, lack of support, organizational 

problems, managers non-interest, gender issues, being the primary factor the 

lack of development of the sports industry in the country itself.

The possible solutions that could make women's football go from 

being a challenge to a reality in Ecuador are to carry out a plan that respects 

the process of development of the sport in mention and take into account the 

recommendations and support that the international federation of this sport 

offers to the countries interested in its development.

Keywords: Female football, development, community leagues, 

National Championship

Student Number: 2016-23974
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Background

The process of women going into sports started from the end of the 

nineteenth century when women in Europe and the United States start 

sporadically to take part in the sporting events. The development of 

women’s sport is shown in their involvement in the Olympic Games. At the 

first Olympic Games in 1896 women were not allowed to participate. In 

1900, allowed by the organizers but without the consent of the IOC, women

were officially part in competitions such as tennis and golf and not officially

in at least eleven sports at the Olympics in Paris. Later, ice skating, archery,

and swimming were added to the women’s program (Pfister, 2010).

As it is known women are still fighting some of the same stereotypes, 

myths, and issues that in past decades. The few participation of women 

in sport was attributed to traditional gender roles, medical myths, and 

the idea that women were lower to men. This fight has generated that 

eventually, some women began calling for more participation and more 

organization in sport and sport organizations worldwide.

What is visible is that women are progressively taking part in sports 

that for many years were a taboo for them and which in the last two or three 
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decades have been experiencing a ‘sex change’. Today it is taken for 

granted, for example, that women take part in biathlon (originally a military 

discipline), water polo, marathon, the ‘iron man,’ football or cycling, all of 

which were men’s sports until the 1970s (Pfister, 2010).

About women's football, it is possible to observe that while 

increasingly gaining a more significant space within society, still faces 

many problems related to gender issues, stereotypes and above all to the 

idea that football is a sport of and for men.

Accessing ‘leaks’ in men’s hegemony, women started to play 

football at the beginning of the 20th century. But, it was not until the year

1970 that women’s football was accepted by national football federations

(Pfister G. , 2015) After this big step female football teams have emerged in 

many countries but it is said that female players were more tolerated than 

appreciated. 

In the year 1991 the FIFA Women’s World Cup was established and 

in 1996 women’s football became an Olympic sport. At this time, there are 

1.2 million female players and 25,000 teams listed in Europe. However, 

information from UEFA also reveals big differences between European 

countries with respect to the number and the status of female players. While
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in Sweden (9.1 million people) 165,300 female players are registered by the

football federation, having 438 professionals, in Spain (47.4 million people) 

only 28,254 women are enumerated and only four plays professionally.

(Pfister G. , 2015)

Recent estimations suggest that there are 30 million women and girls 

now playing football worldwide at some level (FIFA Women 2015). Still, 

the recognition and support given to women’s football, vary considerably 

from country to country; for example, even though there were 120 football 

federations listed in the FIFA Women’s World Ranking with active national 

teams in 2013, women’s football leagues exist in only 61 countries

(Williams, 2013)

It can be said that football in Ecuador is a relatively new discipline 

and because of this, there are no literature and academic works being the 

only sources of research television reports or journalistic works. However, 

women have been playing football for over 40 years in the country, and the

first National Team was organized in 1991. Due to the historical first 

qualification to the female World Cup Canada 2015, the sport has expanded 

its popularity in the country but is still an unknown academic field.
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Women's football has been left aside for a long time at the leadership 

level, but that at practice level has been growing and has gained strength 

especially in recent years. This has been taken into consideration in 

community leagues and certain championships on private courts, but in 

other areas closer to professionalism has been left out.

It should be noted that since 2013 with the support and interest of the 

Ministry of Sport, the first national women's football championship was 

held, which had an important catch by the media, leaders, and fans. While it 

is true that somehow this initiative seeks to give a kind of 

professionalization to women's football, it is still a long process due to all 

the social conflict that exists around women practicing a sport that 

apparently is for men but has been consolidating more and more and taking 

a prominent place in Ecuadorian society.

This effort for searching the professionalization of women's soccer 

in the country in only four years of the existence of the national women's 

championship has given remarkable results.  Since the national women's 

team in the last Copa America held in the country, obtained a historic third 

place and direct classification to the Pan American Games and in turn a 

place to play the last chance game for the classification to the World Cup of 
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Canada 2015, being these achievements something never reached and not 

even imagined in previous years.

1.2. Purpose of Research

As can be seen in the historical account previously made, women's 

football is a relatively new discipline in Ecuador, and because of this, there 

is not enough academic information to facilitate the elaboration of works 

related to this subject. Although football is the most widespread sport in

Ecuador, it can be observed that there is no broad academic research about it 

and this is the reality of the sport in general.

This makes the elaboration of works related to the sport in general 

and in this specific case with the female football more difficult, but at the 

same time, it motivates to generate research that contributes more and more 

to the development of this discipline and the sport of the country in general.

Due to this it can be said that the development of women's football 

in Ecuador step from being a challenge to a reality but to continue 

developing and to remain a reality not only for this generation but also for

the following, the challenge is to continue working in all aspects, both 

technical and social, and academic and managerial to form a solid structure 

and to be maintained in the long term.
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With all the mentioned above the primary purpose of the present 

research is to identify and analyze the organizational development of female 

football in Ecuador by making a historical approach of the process that this 

sport has experienced in the country. 

For achieving the primary purpose of the research, the challenges 

that female football in Ecuador is facing should be revealed and assessed for 

making subsequent proposals and strategies for their resolution.  

The importance of carrying out the research is that the space that 

female football has won in Ecuador deserves an academic analysis, been a 

pioneer work in the field of sports research in the country and this specific 

case of football that by the way is the most important sport in the country.

1.3. Research Questions

- How was the female football developed in community leagues?

- How was the development process of the female football national

championship in Ecuador? 

- Which are the implications of the female football national 

championship and which are the suggestions for strengthening and 

developing it? 
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- How a proposal for the creation of a professional league of women’s 

football could help to improve women’s football in Ecuador?
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Chapter 2. Literature Review

For the development of the literature review of this work, a structure 

was realized which covers all the concepts and theoretical and academic 

definitions that will later serve for the elaboration and the analysis of the 

research. 

The defined structure proposes to address the modern sport from a 

sociological perspective for entering the description of the process of 

football in Ecuador, then a more in-depth historical recount of women's 

football will be carried out, going from the regional level to the local level,

in order to have a bright panorama of the field of study.

To achieve a better understanding of the general theme that is

women's football in Ecuador and the issues it faces, the researcher will go 

on to expose general concepts of gender and leadership to move on to 

female leadership, specifically women’s leadership in sport. 

2.1. Modern sport from a sociological perspective

Understanding the modern sport, not only as mere physical exercise 

but as a contemporary social phenomenon because of its character and 

ability to transform social customs and introduced into cultural aspects in all 
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areas and spheres of society, we can understand the importance of it as 

being a cornerstone in the development of dynamics that help social 

relations flow in a better way.

Sport is an important axis in contemporary societies, due to its 

characteristics of secularism, to offer equal opportunities to compete and 

conditions of competition, specialization of roles, by rationalization, by its 

bureaucratic organization and the quantification and search the record that is 

typical of a modern society that arises from the industrial revolution 

characteristics. It is, therefore, significant to study and understand to

understand the importance of different dynamics that occur in the daily lives 

of individuals who operate within society.

Social actors perform in multiple spaces and scenarios in which 

depending on the circumstances act in one way or another; the different 

interactions that these actors have with other individuals constitute everyday 

life, it is presented as a structured reality in space and time in the here and 

now of everyday life of the individual. That is why the sport reaches an 

integral part of society and culture and thus affects very varied and essential

ways the daily lives of individuals.
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Modern sport born, grows and develops together with urban and 

industrial society, the emergence of the modern sport comes from changes 

in the social dynamics that are generated by the industrial revolution.

As they are generated various changes in contemporary societies, 

sport in some way has evolved alongside them to the point of becoming 

entertainment mode best known universally, being for that reason taken into 

account in several studies from the perspective of the sociology of leisure. 

This is how we understand the sport as a contemporary social phenomenon 

that responds to the constant changes and the development of urban and 

industrialized societies today.

The authors García Ferrando and Lagardera Otero qualify modern 

societies as sociedades deportivizadas (sport societies) because the sport can

transform social behaviors and traditional forms of physical exercise, for 

this reason, and because sport is linked to various cultural and social aspects, 

is that it has managed to penetrate the societies. Thus, sport has become 

what is called a total cultural phenomenon, as configured and interweaves a 

human act closely linked to other cultural patterns, so it is challenging to 

demarcate when it starts and when the sporting behavior ends (Garcia 

Ferrando, Lagardera Otero, & Puig Barata, 2009).
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While the sport has been introduced in several works and the 

problems of the sociology of leisure due to their character and recreational 

pastime, because of its complexity and influence on culture and society has 

gained ground in other fields of study. Thus the sociology of sport, to define 

the modern sport as a social phenomenon own contemporary society, which 

needs to be analyzed from different points of view emerges.

To make a sociological approach to sport is first necessary to explain 

and understand it from its contemporary design and with that understanding 

going on to analyze the social and cultural dimensions that make it has 

entered such an influential way in different societies globally, taking as the 

primary focus the relationship and influence of sport in everyday life of 

people and relating to the interaction of the same in a given space.

It is also essential to take specific considerations from the analysis of 

sport from the figurative sociology, especially from the work of Norbert 

Elias and Eric Dunning, who in their book Sport and leisure in the process 

of civilization where the subject of the dynamics of work change in the 

processes of civilization that have arisen with modernity by a historical 

analysis, in which changes are set out in the social uses that have been 

generated by it. It is within this historical analysis that suggests that sport is 
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an essential social key that allows us to understand the origin and evolution 

of modern times since it is not a simple, inconsequential pastime (Elias & 

Dunning, 1992)

On the other hand we find a structure analysis of sport, in which we 

study the sports system not in isolation, but rather within the set of the 

whole social system, and which take into account the class structures to 

determine the different tastes for different types of sport, as these tastes by 

one or other sports are determined by class membership; and because the 

habits of individuals are generated within the family, and these are 

incorporated schemes and mechanisms that operate unconsciously tilt 

toward different sports. Pierre Bourdieu in his book Things Said proposes a 

program for a sociology of sport in which states that, so you can become it, 

it is first necessary to realize that "you cannot analyze a particular sport

regardless of all the practiced sports; you need to think space sports 

practices as a system in which each element receives its distinctive value."

(Bourdieu P. , 1988)

The problem of sport is to analyze it not only as a physical and 

recreational activity, but rather as a social phenomenon in which are 

embedded many issues such as the economy, politics, culture, psychological, 
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media issues, violence and several other issues that can be addressed not 

only from sociology and psychology but also from many other areas. It is 

interesting and important to note the process that has taken the modern sport 

and to analyze why its wide acceptance in today's society. For the author       

McPherson, a major to understand premises the scope of sport today is that 

sport is an integral part of society and culture, which affects many forms and 

sometimes crucial to the lives of individuals and social groups (McPherson, 

Curtis, & Loy, 1989).

Taking the premise mentioned earlier about that sport is an integral 

part of culture and society and for this reason affects in different ways to the 

lives of individuals and societies, we say that is part of everyday life various 

social groups. This is why it is necessary to develop the concept of everyday 

life to understand how the sport has become part of it in various groups and 

areas of society.

Everyday life is made up of the various interactions of individuals, 

and defines actors and turn specific roles that each actor has to develop in 

different social relations, meaning that everyday life is the space where 

social actors perform, and they represent their respective realities depending 
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on the space and time in which they are and the type of relationship that 

intend to have with other individuals with whom they are interacting.
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2.2. Football in Ecuador

Football arrives to Ecuador a few decades later than in countries like 

Argentina, Uruguay, and Brazil; however, in the same way as in the rest of 

the countries of the region. This is due to the geographic location of the 

country, which is located on the Pacific coast, it is located at the other end 

of the ports that the British arrived, and because Ecuador at that time had a 

precarious insertion in the international market and for this reason, it was 

not attractive to foreign investors.

With the same idea of modernization and British industrial 

hegemony, several companies come to the country to work in the mining, 

electrical, communication and transport industries, primarily railways. 

When a large number of English workers and employers arrived, they began 

to practice football and this generated interest in the local population as in 

the rest of the countries. 

It is said that Guayaquil is the birthplace of Ecuadorian football 

since it is in this city at the end of the 19th century where two English 

brothers with the surname Wright bring the first soccer ball that arrives in 

the country and after this event a group of Guayaquil residents got interested 

in the game and started practicing with the two brothers. As they practice 
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and play, more and more people approached until people from all parts of 

the city came to see the practice of this new game, and that is how the 

practice of football began in the country.

From the arrival of football to Ecuador, it has a great reception and 

has a quick and significant socialization, and it does not take long to reach 

all corners of the country. Fernando Bustamante in his article "Sketches for 

a social history of Ecuadorian football", in the book "Burning time and 

small area," states that football in Ecuador has four well-defined stages:

- Archaic or incipient period. The exotic "private" amateurism: 

1900-1918.

- Formative period (mass amateurism): 1918-1955.

- Early professionalism: 1955-1990.

- Globalized professionalism: 1990-.

(Bustamante, 2006)

These four stages are what shape the whole process that football has 

had in Ecuador, in the archaic or incipient period is when football begins to 

be known and is gradually spreading throughout the country being practiced

by groups of friends who gather to play it in their spaces of free time as a 
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distraction. The formative period is when football is already established

throughout the country and in the main cities such as Quito and Guayaquil 

teams or sports clubs are being formed in different neighborhoods and in 

which people begin to feel identified and in a certain way, his practice is 

formalized.

In the period of incipient professionalism is when the sports clubs 

that were formed in the previous stage gain strength and begin to organize 

small local championships in which different teams participate and when 

they are carried out have a large following of fans; In this period the first 

national championships are also given, but these are played with provincial 

teams and have a massive following of fans.

Subsequently, some teams that still exist as Emelec, Barcelona, 

Deportivo Quito, among others, are formed. Also, provincial associations 

that are responsible for organizing existing teams are created to then give 

way to the creation of the Ecuadorian Football Federation, responsible for 

organizing national football championships between teams from different 

cities that already have a professional character.

Finally, there is the globalized professionalism that is the current 

period in which Ecuadorian football is found, which is a real
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professionalization of football, since both the Ecuadorian Football 

Federation and the teams have established regulations that guarantee their 

existence, an example of this is how each team has the complex and 

adequate infrastructure for training, as well as training divisions, which 

ensure the continuity of players in the teams.

This stage is intimately connected to the economic and trade issue 

that is linked to football throughout the world, as large amounts of money 

are moved in player transfers and salaries, so there are interests of sponsors 

and the media in particular television. Due to this, there is a higher demand 

towards the players, and this is why they have to be responsible for their 

private lives and every time the training and the health issue are more 

serious and professional, and this is a global phenomenon that reaches to 

professional football around the world.

2.2.1. Professional and Non-Professional Football

After all the historical recount about football in Ecuador and its 

passage from amateur to professional sport, it is essential to talk about the 

current difference between professional football and non-professional or 

amateur football. For its part, professional football, as already mentioned, is 

consolidated and has a strong influence on the economic aspect and the 
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commercialization and mercantilization of the show and its actors, Due to 

the large sums of money involved, an increasingly demanding 

professionalization has been generated and this has made the level of 

Ecuadorian football rise markedly and is increasingly recognized 

internationally.

Although there has been this professionalization and in a certain way 

a growth and development in Ecuadorian football, huge problems have also 

been generated, especially in the economic aspect, since the teams enter a 

competition for acquiring good players and this forces that transfers and 

salaries reach amounts that are very difficult to pay. It is for this reason, that 

most Ecuadorian football teams, if not all have entered into severe crises 

and have debts with players for several months of not paying salaries, 

generating that the managers do not remain for a long time and change in 

relatively fast periods.

This financial and managerial crisis of the professional teams has 

made the Ecuadorian Football Federation intervene but in a very superficial 

way creating regulations in which it is sanctioned with points of the 

standings and even with the loss of the category to the teams that owe 

salaries to their players.
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On the other side, we find non-professional football or amateur 

football, which is made up of some practices, which are practiced by people 

of different ages but in all parts of the country and in a massive way. 

Among these practices we find that there are some more organized than 

others, these amateur football practices are the following.

The football that is played among friends as a pure amusement and 

distraction that takes place on the street, the park and nowadays due to the 

boom of the private synthetic turf pitches, in which you can see people 

playing until one or two in the morning and in which championships are 

organized with inscriptions, but that offer economic prizes to the first places.

It is important to note that in this type of practice in most cases bets are 

made as a motivation for the parties to become more competitive or 

interesting.

On the other hand, there is neighborhood football, which can be said 

to be the next step of the aforementioned practice, which is simply a hobby 

among friends or neighbors, since it has a well-structured organization, and 

has associations that regulate the rules and the way of functioning of the 

different leagues that are distributed throughout the cities. In this type of 

practice, people usually meet on weekends to participate in the 
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championships organized by each community league that has a directive that 

meets a certain period, as well as the teams and their respective managers.

Within the community leagues are organized children's 

championships, youth, senior, semi-veteran and female, which is why the 

neighborhood leagues mass sports since thousands of people come to these 

every weekend to practice sports and recreate in family, with friends and 

neighbors. 

Finally, in non-professional football we have amateur football, 

which is practiced first in a cantonal and then provincial manner, this type of 

practice is an ascent to professional football so it has a larger organization 

that involves more investment of money and a more managerial severe

practice as well as the preparation of the teams, the same ones who train 

during the week with technical staff assigned to compete the weekend and 

achieve a quota in the second category that is professional football.

An interesting aspect in this type of practice in amateur football is 

that in recent years there has been a great interest on the part of private or 

public universities to participate in the championships that occur each year, 

resulting in three or four universities are participating in professional 

football.  
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The three types of practices mentioned above are the types of non-

professional football that we find in our midst and that in a certain way want 

to emulate professional football not only local but also international, 

counting on different types of interrelationships and realities. 

In non-professional football, it is important to mention about 

women's football, since this has been left aside for a long time at the 

managerial level, but at the practice level it has been growing and has taken 

force, especially in recent years. This has been taken into consideration in 

many community leagues and in certain championships in private courts, 

but in other areas closer to professionalism has been left out.

2.2.2. Community Leagues 

Football has had an important place in Ecuadorian society and has 

been developing in different areas throughout its history. In the city of Quito 

football emerged in the neighborhoods as a point of union of friends and 

was practiced in paddocks, corners, courtyards of houses, etc.

The neighborhood soccer was evolving as a process of socialization 

among the neighbors and was motivated by the creation of the first teams 

such as Sport Quito and Gladiador. After the organization of several 

lightning tournaments in neighborhoods such as La Tola and San Blas, in 
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1951, all the clubs of the San Blas parish were summoned through the press 

to found the first legal community league with the name of La Tola.

Following the conformation of the first neighborhood league, the 

leaders make significant efforts to create an institution that is responsible for 

organizing all the teams and leagues that were forming very quickly 

throughout the city. With all this motivation and interest of several leaders is 

in the year of 1957 when the Ministry of Education approves the statutes of 

the Federation of Community Leagues.

Once the Federation of community leagues was created, and after the 

accelerated interest of the people of the city to practice this sport in a more 

organized way, together with the growth of the city there is the emergence 

of new teams and neighborhood leagues in different points of the city. This 

process of emergence of new neighborhood leagues gives way to the idea of 

further strengthening the federation of community leagues and raises the 

idea of building their headquarters, which can bring together all the 

representatives and leaders of the various leagues.

After finishing the construction of the building belonging to the 

Federation of community leagues, called La Casa del deporte barrial (home 

of community sport), the idea of having its own stadium arises, where the 
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different sports and social activities that the Federation of Community

Leagues carries out can be developed. With the help of the municipality of 

Quito, the Federation of Community Leagues gets land in the north of Quito 

in the Ofelia sector, and after obtaining the land is in the year of 1986 that 

the sports complex of the Federation of Community Leagues is inaugurated, 

which has a soccer field, grandstand, basketball court, bar and facilities for 

meetings and social events.

Throughout its history the Federation of Community Leagues has 

received the support of public and private institutions such as the 

municipality of Quito, the Provincial Council of Pichincha, the Ministry of 

Social Welfare, the National Congress, Sports Concentration of Pichincha, 

the Ministry of Sports, and as for private institutions such as Tex Pac, 

Pilsener Beer, Apronax, Embona, Danec, Roche, among others. This shows 

the great interest of the institutions to sponsor the community leagues due to 

the number of people involved in them.

The community leagues have a very well structured organization 

which has an established hierarchical character, and this is that all the 

leagues respond to the Federation of Community Leagues and it is divided
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into four zones: center, north, south, and valleys. Each zone has their 

leagues, and these leagues of each zone have their clubs.

About the internal organization of each league, usually all have the 

same model as the following. A directory that has a president, vice president, 

secretary, vocal and treasurer. This directory is responsible for dealing with 

all the issues that have to do with the league, from the coordination of 

matches and championships to the issue of maintenance of the facilities, 

ticket collection, and regulation of the bars.

This organization and stable institutional structure make the 

community league an vital part of the organization and structure of the 

neighborhoods in general and are not just a simple space for sports, and 

becomes a space with which the neighborhood feels identified and where 

any social or cultural activity is that the neighborhood and its inhabitants 

require is carried out.

As for sports, each league has facilities for the practice of different 

sports disciplines such as football, basketball, volleyball and athletics. 

While it is factual that football is the primary activity, by order of the 

Federation of community leagues all of them have to count with 

championships of ecua volleyball and basketball. In the same way that the 
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organization of children's and youth championships and it is also important 

to highlight the growth of support for women's football, which has taken 

force in recent years and in a way female neighborhood football has been 

the pillar of the current gradual professionalization of female soccer in the 

country.

Below is a table showing general information about community 

leagues in the city of Quito

Table 1. General Data Community Leagues

General Data

Detail Quantity

Leagues 350

Teams 12.250

Players 269.000

Games per Week 4.900

Fields 420

As we can see in the table, the number of community leagues that 

exist in the city of Quito attracts much attention since the number of teams 

and players is very high. With such amount of leagues and players, we can 

see that the community leagues in the city have a character of important

massification. When there are so many leagues in the city, we can notice 
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that there is a real interest on the part of its inhabitants to practice sports and 

be part of them.

2.3. Women in Football

To have a better understanding of women and football, it is 

important to review the general panorama about women and sport, and then 

to review the problems faced in the field of women's football in different 

aspects like social, cultural, psychological, gender, etc.

For the author Heidi Grappendorf in her article “Where We’ve Stood, 

Where We Are, Where We’re Going: Girls and Women in Sport and 

Physical Activity”, the passage through gender equity has been long and 

constant for women in sport and physical activity. Efforts about gender 

equity in sport have been abundant, and are always ongoing as more girls 

and women participate in sport at high school and intercollegiate levels. 

Additional, women continue to work on their way to more managerial and 

leadership places. (Grappendorf, 2011)

As it is known women are still fighting some of the same stereotypes, 

myths, and problems that in past decades. The few participation of women 

in sport was attributed to traditional gender roles, medical myths, and the 

notion that women were less than men. This fight has generated more
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women began calling for more participation and more organization in sport

organizations and sport worldwide. 

Inevitably with change and evolution, there are going to come to

bigger problems. For supporters of girls and women in sport and physical 

activity, it is indispensable to pay attention to the issues and some of the

problems fronting women. For example, the media keep sexualizing female 

athletes, if they get some coverage at all. (Fink & Kensicki, 2002)

Even though the sporting world has experienced important changes, 

girls and women in sport still faces sexist and negative perceptions. These 

perceptions contain ideas about women’s gender roles and the incongruence

that is often seen between “athlete” and “female” (Burton, Grappendorf, 

Henderson, Field, & Dennis, 2008). Traditional gender roles of what women 

“should” be have affected women seeking leadership sport positions and 

female athletes. (Burton, Eagly, & Karau, 2002)

For Gertrud Pfister, the gender of sport in the past was unmistakably

masculine. Since the beginning women in sport were the ‘other sex’; they 

were new outsiders. For many years it was believed that certain types of 

sport and exercise were proper for men and others for. (Pfister, 2010)
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The process of women going into sports started from the end of the 

nineteenth century when women in Europe and the United States start 

sporadically to take part of the sporting events. The development of 

women’s sport is shown in their involvement in the Olympic Games. At the 

first Olympic Games in 1896 women were not allowed to participate. In 

1900, allowed by the organizers but without the consent of the IOC, women 

were officially part of competitions such as tennis and golf and not officially 

in at least eleven sports at the Olympics in Paris. Later, ice skating, archery,

and swimming were added to the women’s program. After a prolonged

dispute between the IOC, the international amateur athletics federation and 

the international women’s sports association, women pass in for athletic 

competitions at the Olympics of 1928. In that year the percentage of women 

among the Olympic competitors was 9.6%. In 2004, the percentage of 

female athletes rise to 40.7% (Pfister, 2010). 

What is visible is that women are progressively taking part in sports 

that for many years were taboo for them and which in the last two or three 

decades have been experiencing a ‘sex change.’ Today it is taken for 

granted, for example, that women take part in biathlon, water polo, 

marathon, the ‘iron man,’ football or cycling, all of which were men’s sports 

until the 1970s. Nowadays female athletes even participate successfully in 
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combat, strength, and risk sports such as boxing, weightlifting, sumo,

bodybuilding, wrestling, hammer throwing, ski jumping and ice hockey

without being stigmatized as freaks (Pfister, 2010)

About women's football, it is possible to observe that while 

increasingly gaining a greater space within society, still faces many 

problems related to gender issues, stereotypes and above all to the idea that 

football is a sport of and for men. Football was ‘invented’ by men for men 

at the beginning of the 19th century and since then its ground has been a 

space where the serious games of competition are played between men

(Bourdieu P. , 1997).  Accessing ‘leaks’ in men’s hegemony, women started 

to play football at the beginning of the 20th century. But, it was not until the 

year 1970 that women’s football was accepted by national football 

federations (Pfister G. , 2015) After this big step female football teams have 

emerged in many countries but it is said that women were more tolerated 

than respected. 

Pfister states that: “In 1991 the FIFA Women’s World Cup was 

created and in 1996 women’s football became an Olympic sport. Now, there 

are 1.2 million female players and 25,000 teams registered in Europe. 

Information provided by UEFA also shows large differences between 
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European countries regarding the number and the status of female players. 

While in Sweden (9.1 million people) 165,300 female players are registered 

by the football federation, between them 438 professionals, in Spain (47.4 

million people) only 28,254 women are listed, and only four are reported to 

play professionally”. (Pfister G. , 2015)

Also, studies about the intersection of gender with ethnicity and 

sexuality, to give a deeper understanding of female experiences with the 

game (Caudwell, 2012). Still, these studies also offer evidence that relations

of hegemonic gender endure a prevailing logic in the different ‘fields’ of the 

game. Football heterosexuality and masculinity work as a commanding

power in the popular imagination and are treated by the media as a ‘natural 

combination’ (Marschik, 2003)

Regarding the studies and understanding of football Pfister say: 

“Depending on the region, country and (football) culture, women’s football 

and its players face diverse challenges. Many of these are basic, stemming 

from stereotypes and a lack of resources that contribute to unsafe playing 

conditions. As most ‘football scholars’ are white, middle-class men who 

live in Western countries, they may not be sensitive to such issues or have 

the expertise to advance remedies” (Pfister G. , 2015). From this Pfister 
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raises two fundamental questions on the subject of women's football which 

researchers must understand and solve, the first one; “how do we best 

explain women’s growing involvement in football? Moreover, the second 

one; Which theoretical concepts best provide understandings of the complex 

dynamics between gender and football involvement?” (Pfister G. , 2015)

Pfister ends her article; Evaluating the sociology of sport: On 

women and football, stating that; “As the situation of women’s football is 

changing, the sociology of sport has an essential charge to encourage new 

understandings about women and football. With the consideration of diverse 

perspectives about gender, ethnicities, leadership and the consequences of 

male domination comes the potential for attitudinal, behavioral and policy 

change” (Pfister G. , 2015). 

In the article; Women’s time? Time and temporality in women’s 

football, the author Kath Woodward states; World cups, which are the most 

important competitions of national teams, as well as indicators of the 

performance and development, and the global spread of a sport, also shows 

the extent to which women are playing more significant roles in soccer 

worldwide (Woodward, 2016). The Women’s World Cup, organized by 
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FIFA, since 1991, has an increasing number of teams, which participate in 

the qualification process. The number of teams and their performance 

validate that female soccer has now spread through out the world (Williams, 

2007). 

Recent estimates suggest that there are 30 million women and girls 

now playing soccer around the world (FIFA Women 2015). Nevertheless, 

the appreciation and support given to female football, as well as its 

organizational bases, changes from country to country; for example, even 

though there were 120 football federations registered in the FIFA Women’s 

World Ranking with an active national team in 2013, women’s football

leagues exist in only 61 countries (Williams, 2013)

The increase in the number of registered female players, the number 

of national associations organizing a nationwide women’s league, the 

quantity of football academies devoted to girls. (Woodward, 2016)

2.4. Gender in sport

As can be seen in the collected and revised literature related to the 

issues raised, the phenomenon of the growth of women's soccer is crossed 
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by different social, cultural, demographic, ethnographic factors and above 

all related to the gender problem, because of this is very important to review

the literature and works on gender and gender-related to sport.

For Bourdieu (2012, 23) “interprets gender as a naturalized social 

construction which is a product of socialization, a process and a social 

relation, as well as being an embodiment of habitus. Bourdieu” (1997; 2012) 

"The male habitus is constructed and completed only in connection with the 

space reserved for men, a space in which the serious games of competition 

are played among men" (Lenneis & Pfister, 2015)

According to Bourdieu society consists of several social fields with 

specific gender arrangements and specific rules, norms and values, where 

individuals compete for the recognition and accumulation of capital. The 

positions of individuals in a field depend on the amount of their economic 

(material wealth), cultural (education, skills, knowledge etc.) and social 

capital (resources linked to social relationships and networks). The social 

structures of the field and the prevailing gender order are incorporated in the 

individuals' habitus, a system of dispositions, i.e., capacities for perceiving, 

thinking and acting. (Bourdieu & Wacquant, 1992)
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After the social concepts of gender exposed above, some issues 

about gender and sport are going to be identified. In the same article Pfister 

says that; the impression that gender differences in sport are gradually 

losing their distinct contours must be contradicted, or at least qualified when 

one takes a closer look at gender preferences about the sports taken up. 

What is conspicuous is that women are increasingly taking part in sports 

that for many years were taboo for them and which in the last two or three 

decades have been undergoing a ‘sex change.’ It is taken for granted today, 

for example, that women take part in the biathlon (originally a military 

discipline), water polo, marathon, the ‘iron man,’ soccer or cycling, all of 

which were exclusively men’s sports until the 1970s. (Pfister G. , 2010)

In summary, it can be stated that new – even if perhaps porous –

lines of demarcation have developed in sport between the sexes. On the one 

hand there are very few types of sport today from which one of the two 

sexes is formally barred (such as men from synchronized swimming). In the 

light of past developments, which have all been towards opening up 

different sports for women, it seems likely that any restrictions that still 

exist for men and women will be removed in all sports. By contrast, men 

and women’s interests in some leisure sports appear to be moving 

increasingly in different directions.  (Pfister G. , 2010)
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2.5. Women Leadership

Leadership is an issue that has been studied and analyzed throughout 

the history of humanity and therefore there are several definitions, the 

author Yammarino in one of his leadership research defines it as “a multi-

level (person, dyad, group, collective) leader-follower interaction process 

that occurs in a particular situation (context) where a leader (e.g., superior, 

supervisor) and followers (e.g., subordinates, direct reports) share a purpose 

(vision, mission) and jointly accomplish things (e.g., goals, objectives, tasks) 

willingly (e.g., without coercion)”. (Yammarino, 2013).

In the work Leadership and levels of analysis: A state-of-the-science 

review, the authors mention that In terms of the number of published studies, 

the top three theories currently—charismatic/transformational leadership 

(including authentic leadership), leader–member exchange, and the “bright 

side” of leadership work that examines the “positive and perky” personality 

and other traits—will likely decline as greater balance is needed in 

leadership research. (Yammarino F. J., 2005)

The author Haipeng Li in his article Leadership says that the 

definition of leadership is a complex concept and at the same time a 

challenge due to the evolutionary processes and the dynamic and changing 
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character of societies and cultures around the world. With this he states that 

giving a universal definition of leadership is very difficult and risky because 

of the differences and the characteristics of each culture.

While previous scholarship has focused on leadership values, styles, 

and experience, research on the definition of leadership has drawn little 

attention and there is still much debate regarding the importance of culture 

in the practice of leadership. (Marcoulides, 1998)

In this same issue of leadership definition Peter R. Scholtes states 

that, there is no formula for leadership, leadership consists of more than the 

approaches, capabilities, and attributes talked about in books. Leadership is 

an art, an inner journal, a network of relationships, a mastery of methods, 

and much, much more. (Scholtes, 1998)

Deepening the issue of leadership and culture and how it is 

influenced by the culture and society in which it is being analyzed, Haipeng 

mentions that it is this “collective programming” that determines the 

perception of people from a particular culture in defining what leadership is 

in that culture. Many empirical and non-empirical studies have provided 

support for the notion that culture has significant impact on the concept and 

the role of leadership. (Haipeng, 2001)
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Chelladurai gives a short but accurate definition about leadership 

related to sport, Leadership—the “behavioral process aimed at influencing 

members to work toward achieving the group’s goals”—is one of the most 

significant processes in human resource management for corporations as 

well as for sports teams. Specifically, the coach plays an important role in 

the success or failure of an athlete or a team (Chelladurai, 1999).

For understanding the leadership behaviors in sport, Chelladurai 

states the Leadership Scale of Sport  LSS that covers five of these leadership 

behaviors, training and instruction that refers to the direct tasks of coaching 

behavior to improve the performance levels of athletes; democratic behavior 

that is regarded as “coaching behavior that allows greater participation by 

athletes in decisions pertaining to group goals, practice methods, and game 

tactics and strategies; autocratic behavior that is viewed as “coaching 

behavior which involves independent decision making and stresses personal 

authority; social support that is said to be “coaching behavior characterized 

by a concern for the welfare of individual athletes, a positive group 

atmosphere and warm interpersonal relations with members; positive 

feedback, means “coaching behavior which reinforces an athlete by 

recognizing and rewarding good performance. (Weisheng, Rodriguez M, & 

Won, 2016). 
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This scale has being used in many researches for understanding and 

analyzing the studies between various sports and different cultural contexts. 

In this way it is observed that there are several works on sport and 

leadership and that there are several analysis mechanisms to address this 

theme.   

Once exposed some concepts and general definitions about 

leadership, we can go on to work and explain the issue of women leadership, 

which will allow us to continue developing the proposed structure for the 

adequate development of the present work.

Stead and Elliott (2009) critical examination of the influence of 

gender on women's leadership practice and experiences identified their 

leadership as being dynamic and relational. They found that women's 

leadership operates on multiple levels emerging from a series of 

relationships with others, their relationship with the physical and 

geographical location where they were brought up and lived, and their 

relationship to their place of work (Brown & Light, 2012).

In the article Women’s Leadership: Troubling Notions of the “Ideal” 

(Male) Leader the author Laura Bierema problematize the issues related to 

women leaders’ development, work life, and identity, and challenge human 
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resource development (HRD) professionals and organizations to rethink 

their understanding of women’s leadership in ways that offer more 

comprehensive, effective solutions to full integration of women and their 

talents into organizations. It discusses women and leadership theory, 

outlines the challenges faced by women leaders, and recommends how 

women’s leadership might be reconceptualized in ways that provide more 

acceptance of and opportunity for women leaders. (Birema, 2016)

Birema states that when women become leaders, they face 

discrimination, pay discrepancies, and occupational segregation. (Birema, 

2016) She also mentions the problem of the studies on leadership related 

with the previous lines and says that leadership in general has been only 

viewed from a male leadership leaving the female leadership research aside. 

Classic leadership studies included few women leaders in their samples, and 

when they did, women were often excluded from the analysis so they would 

not skew the results (Stogdill, 1974). Early leadership theory was based on 

men’s leadership and the image of the “ideal worker” (Acker J. , 1990). The 

dominant leadership literature focuses on men and is limited by its 

assumption that leaders are “white, western and male . . . [working in] large, 

modern, western organizations that seem impervious to external influences”. 

(Stead & Elliott, 2009)
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As there are many challenges that women leaders has to face, for 

Birema nearly half of women worldwide participate in the workforce and 

are making inroads to leadership, yet the path to top jobs is fraught with 

challenges. Women are essentialized and expected to act in gender-

appropriate ways. They fail to conform to the “ideal worker” image and 

expend energy to pass in the culture. Stereotyping about women leaders is 

rampant. Women’s career paths are often viewed as deviations from the 

norm. (Birema, 2016)

The author emphasize the analysis in the concept of the “ideal 

worker” and reaches how this idea is present in the leadership reality, now 

that the problems with essentialism and ideal worker images have been 

raised, it may seem contradictory to shift to a discussion of gender 

stereotypes in leadership. Yet the very essentializing habits of society have 

created different expectations and behaviors of women and men leaders that 

are grounded in stereotypes. In fact, Catalyst (2007) called gender 

stereotyping “one of the key barriers to women’s advancement in corporate 

leadership [that] leaves women with limited, conflicting, and often 

unfavorable options no matter how they choose to lead. (Birema, 2016)
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As a conclusion of the study the author says that we have to change 

the paradigm of leadership with the idea of the ideal male worker to the 

concept of leadership skills regardless the gender and focused on the context, 

Leadership happens within social context and cannot be regarded as a 

neutral activity uninfluenced by the environment. We understand effective 

leadership and there is evidence that it is practiced across gender lines. New 

understandings of leadership need to acknowledge and mitigate gendered

power relations. Finally, leaders and organization need relevant theory to 

allow them to take mindful action to make organizations more equitable and 

inclusive. (Birema, 2016)

In a very interesting work the author Laura Burton on her research 

titled Underrepresentation of women in sport leadership: A review of 

research, from a general gender analysis of female leadership in sports states 

three levels of research in women in leadership; macro level, meso level and

micro level. With this she say that this review allows for examination of 

theoretical frameworks scholars have employed to analyze the 

underrepresentation of women in sport organizations. (Burton L. , 2013)

Any discussion of women’s leadership experiences in sport must 

include positioning gender as a fundamental aspect of organizational and 
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social processes. This aids the understanding of how and why gender is a 

powerful factor in the social and organizational processes that define 

organizations, including sport organizations. (Kihl, 2013)

For the macro level research analysis the author uses five points; 

organizational demography, hegemonic masculinity, the influence of power, 

stakeholder influence and institutionalized discrimination. This level is used 

to approach to examining the lack of women in leadership positions in sport 

recognizes that sport is a gendered institution and that all processes in sport 

operate within a hegemonic masculine norm. (Burton L. , 2013) Sport

organizations have institutionalized masculinity as the operating principle 

within the sport, identifying male activity as privileged, and reinforcing 

masculinity and masculine behavior as the appropriate leadership qualities 

required in sport. (Shaw & Frisby, 2006)

The meso-level presents 4 points; organizational operations, 

organizational culture, stereotypes and access and treatment discrimination. 

Gender is embedded in organizational practices at the interactional and 

structural levels, as well as at the individual level (Acker, Hierarchies, jobs, 

bodies: A theory of gendered organizations, 1990). Therefore, to understand 

how organizational processes contribute to gender inequity and disparity 
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within organizations, it is important to understand the practice of gender 

within organizations (Martin, 2003)

For its part the micro level presents two points; human and social 

capital and self-limiting behaviors. Research at the micro-level of analysis 

focuses on individuals and how they make meaning of their experiences, 

their expectations, understandings of power, policies, and procedures 

operating at the organizational level. The micro-level can also explore the 

assumptions made by individuals in how they interact within an 

organization, and also the self-limiting behaviors individuals engage in 

within their work (Burton L. , 2013). The focus of this research is based on 

an understanding of ‘‘how constructions of gender are embedded in 

organizational discourses instead of primarily in structures or the human or 

social capital of individual women themselves’’ (Claringbould & Knoppers, 

2012).

Burton concludes her work saying that the depth and breadth of 

scholarship examining the underrepresentation of women in leadership 

positions in sport organizations illustrates the complexity of the issue. 

Despite the quality of scholarship put forward and the practical implications 

discussed by scholars in the field, women continue to face challenges and 
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obstacles when seeking leadership positions in sport organizations. (Burton 

L. , 2013)
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Chapter 3. Methodology

The methodology used for the development of the present work is in 

principle qualitative but due to the nature of the research it is flexible, and it 

is open to the use of other methods that could contribute to the 

accomplishment of an adequate analysis of the subject to investigate.

Regarding the subject of the present research and the primary

objectives that are to investigate and describe the development process of 

women's football in Ecuador, which is part of the development of society 

itself, it is essential to understand why the use of the chosen methodology.

Qualitative research is a type of social science research that gathers

and works with non-numerical data and that seeks to interpret connotation

from these data that help us understand social life through the study of 

targeted populations or places. People often frame it in opposition to 

quantitative research, which uses numerical data to identify large-scale 

trends and employs statistical operations to determine causal and correlative 

relationships between variables (Crossman, 2017).

Taking into account the above definition and in relation to the type 

of research that is to be carried out, the choice of the qualitative 

methodology can be justified since it will help to have a better 
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understanding of the problem and perform an analysis based on the reality 

in which the actors are found through the information collected.

In order to reinforce the adequate understanding of the selected 

methodology, it is important to expose what was mentioned by the authors 

Denzin and Lincoln in their book Handbook of Qualitative Research; The 

word qualitative implies an emphasis on the qualities of entities and on 

processes and meanings that are not experimentally examined or measured 

[if measured at all] in terms of quantity, amount, intensity, or frequency. 

Qualitative researchers stress the socially constructed nature of reality, the 

intimate relationship between the researcher and what is studied, and the 

situational constraints that shape inquiry. Such researchers emphasize the 

value-laden nature of inquiry (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000).

After presenting and understanding the methodology that is going to 

be used for the present research, it can give way to present the methods to 

work with.

3.1. Methods

The principal methods to be used will be interactive data collection 

such as semi-structured interviews. Observation of the interaction of the 

different actors such as players, coaches and managers. Non-interactive data 
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collection by the review of existing documents such as official documents 

related to the topic, projects of the existing championship and press releases.

Semi-structured interviews are as the name suggests based on an 

outline structure or some fundamental questions but with a degree of 

latitude for the interviewer to explore the topic in more detail, depending on 

how the conversation is going. A semi-structured interview is usually one in 

which the interviewer has a checklist of questions that the respondent is 

asked to address (Harvey, 2017).

As the author Harvey mentions, this specific method is going to help 

the researcher to explore the presented topic more in detail and to get more 

specific information from the participants during the interviews, which will 

allow a more adequate and explanatory analysis of the developing topic.

3.2. Participants

Once the methodology and the corresponding methods have been 

determined, for the development of the research it was decided to divide the

actors of the female football in Ecuador into four specific groups as 

following: players, coaches, managers, and relatives of the players. Each 

group was made up of three and two participants, thus having a total of 10

people to conduct the interviews. 
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This conformation of the four mentioned groups helped to have 

different perspectives about the understanding and reality of each one of the 

actors and gave way to a complete analysis of the stated problem.

It was decided to choose these four groups because they are the 

primary actors involved and on which depends the existence of women's 

football and likewise their future development.

Table 2. List of Participants

Role Organization City

Player 1 Espuce F.C. Quito

Player 2 Espuce F.C. Quito

Player 3 Rocafuerte F.C. Guayaquil

Coach 1 EspuceF.C. Quito

Coach 2
San Francisco 

University
Quito

Manager 1 Espuce F.C. Quito

Manager 2 Deportivo Cuenca F.C. Cuenca

Manager 3 Sek University

Relative of player1 Guayaquil

Relative of player 2 Esmeraldas
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The table of list of participants shows the detailed relevant 

information of each one of the interviewed actors as organization and city 

what allowed the researcher to have perspectives from different institutions 

and different parts of the country.  

3.3. Instrumentation 

As mentioned above, the methods to be used are semi-structured 

interviews, observation and non-interactive data collection, which will be 

implemented as follows. 

Semi-structured interviews, for having a deeper information about 

the reality and the different perspectives of each one of the participants. Due 

to the fact and condition that the researcher is living abroad, the interviews 

have to be held via skype calls and other types of social media such as 

Facebook, WhatsApp, email, etc. 

Each one of the participants was contacted before the interview for 

giving general information about the research and to get their consent for 

having the interviews later. The interviews are conducted in Spanish, and

once all the information is obtained, they are transcribed and translated into 

English so that the corresponding analysis can be carried out later.
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Observation, the direct observation has been made for the last three

years in all the aspects and fields of the female football in Ecuador, games, 

practices, locker rooms, meetings with official organizations, assemblies 

and daily life with players and coaches.

These will be very useful for the understanding of the main issue and 

the development of the research because the researcher also knows and 

understands the problems and realities the different actors are facing.

Non-interactive data analysis, due to the lack of academic researches

and work related to the topic, it is necessary to do a job of gathering 

information by reviewing both official and press documents. This will help 

to know some specific information like specific budgets or objectives and 

manager declarations about the championships or the condition of female 

football in general to have a bright panorama of what is happening in this 

area.

3.4. Data Analysis   

Data analysis in qualitative research is defined as the process of 

systematically searching and arranging the interview transcripts, observation 

notes, or other non-textual materials that the researcher accumulates to 

increase the understanding of the phenomenon (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982).
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The process of gathering the data with the different types of methods 

is essential for having all the information that the researcher will need for 

analyzing the study. The process of analyzing qualitative data 

predominantly involves coding or categorizing the data. Primarily it 

involves making sense of vast amounts of data by reducing the volume of 

raw information, followed by identifying significant patterns, and finally 

drawing meaning from data and subsequently building a logical chain of 

evidence (Patton, 2002)

With these central concepts about data analysis and it processes we 

could pass to detail how the data analysis is going to be held in this research. 

All the gathered information is divided into themes related to the research 

questions, after making this division by themes and by crossing this with the 

groups of participants the researcher will pass to develop a coding process 

what means labeling the text for finding signification or similarities in the 

information given by the participants. 

The process of the data analysis in the present work will be divided 

into five main steps as follows: 

- Organize Data

- Identify Framework
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- Classify data into the framework 

- Make a descriptive analysis based on the framework

- Second order analysis

After following these steps and once having all the data and the 

information together and ready, a framework analysis with familiarization, 

identifying a thematic framework, coding, charting and mapping and 

interpretation will be done for obtaining the final results of the study. 

The validation of the study will be principally done by triangulation 

which means using different types of methods to gather data that later is 

going to contribute to the analysis and the results. As mentioned above for 

obtaining the data for the study three methods are going to be used; 

interviews, non-interactive data collection (official documents) and press 

releases. This triangulation between the mentioned methods is going to help 

the researcher to understand the topic and phenomenon of the study from 

different perspectives which means in a better way.   
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Chapter 4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Findings

4.1.1. Data collection 

Prior to the analysis of the data obtained during the interviews with 

the participants, it is important to have a more general and clear view of the 

context of female football in Ecuador. For this purpose, the researcher went 

through the review and analysis of official documents, press releases, and

statistics that will help to answer the research questions of this work.

Since literature on women’s football in Ecuador does not go beyond 

newspapers articles or television reports, the sport itself is relatively new in 

Ecuador with the first women's national tournament created in 2013. 

Nevertheless, women have been playing football for over 40 years and the 

first National Team was created in 1991. Due to the recent qualification to 

the 2015 World Cup, the sport has gained popularity in the country but is 

still and unknown academic field.

After going through some press releases and questions and 

interaction with different actors of female football, it was found that women 

have been playing football since the decade of the 80’s more or less. 
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This development of the practice of female football has a 

chronological aspect that goes through the last four decades in different 

spaces and without any organizational planning. A graphic for having a 

figurative understanding has been done.

  

Figure 1. Chronological Development of Female Football in Ecuador
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The figure above shows that in the decade of 1980 the first female 

games and championships were played in community leagues, then in the 

decade of 1990 the first national teams for international competitions were 

created. After this big step in the decade of 2000, the first amateur 

championships out of the community leagues appeared and finally in the 

decade of 2010 precisely in the year 2013 the first national championship 

with registered clubs was established.

It is important to mention that, as it can be seen in the figure, the 

practice of women’s football started in community leagues, and this space is 

still significant nowadays because of its organized structure and the chances 

they give to women of all ages and technical conditions throughout all the 

cities and the country.

4.1.1.1. Community leagues

From the Federation of community leagues, the participation of 

women has been promoted through the sponsorship of championships. The 

fact that the community leagues are distributed throughout the city, and 

therefore there are courts and infrastructure for the games in each 

neighborhood, allows an easy access for both men and women.
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For Karina Borja in her article Quito: neighborhood goals. Women

in neighborhood football. The insertion of women as actors and not only as 

spectators in community football has transformed the space of the 

community leagues. The general opinion is that with their participation the 

level of violence and consumption of alcohol has decreased, the children 

have approached them, and the character of the stadiums has become more 

familiar (Borja, 2014). 

A former president of the Federation of Community Leagues once 

said women entered slowly, without displacing anyone, earning the space 

with effort, leaving aside the jokes that had to endure at the beginning. The 

presence of women in arbitration, as leaders or as coaches, supports this 

process of inserting women into the space of neighborhood stadiums and 

community leagues.

It is important to mention that some community leagues give more 

importance to the female football than others and because of that, these 

leagues have a better level of players and teams. Many of the teams hire 

some of the players and the average payment for each player per game goes 

from 20 to 40 dollars depending on the match and the stage of the 

championship.
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4.1.1.2. National Team   

Regarding the National Teams, it can be seen that since the first 

international appearances in the decade of the 90's the best achievements 

have been the qualification to the Women's World Cup Canada 2015, two 

participations in Pan American Games in 2007 and 2015, bronze medal in 

the Copa America 2014 and silver medal in the Bolivarian Games 2017.

During many years involved in female football, the researcher also 

found that the managers of the community leagues decided to ban players 

that play for the National Team arguing that they are professional players 

and their level affects the normal development of community leagues 

championships. 

This issue has caused a lot of reactions from other managers of 

teams and players because they consider it is not fair for the players that are 

representing the country and that has been part of community leagues for 

many years and that are not professional players, they just go to play in the 

National Team for few months of the year.

4.1.1.3. Amateur championship  

About the first amateur championships, the only information 

obtained was that at the beginning of the 2000s the first provincial 
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championship was held with no more than six teams and lasted only two 

years. Later there was an attempt to professionalize women's football by 

making the professional men's football teams present their respective 

women's teams and participate in a parallel championship, but this idea was 

never consolidated due to the lack of interest of the clubs and this 

championship was never carried out.

4.1.1.4. National championship

The first national championship was held in 2013 with the economic 

support of the Ministry of Sports and the technical endorsement of the 

Ecuadorian Football Federation (FEF) through its National Amateur 

Football Commission (CONFA). Amilcar Mantilla president of CONFA in 

an interview held on October 2016 gives a brief explanation of how the 

national championship started:

In 2012, we asked the FEF to give us the 
responsibility to organize the National Women's 
Football Championship. Before, there was not any
embryo of a national championship. Luckily José 
Francisco Cevallos was Minister, and with him, we 
agreed that if the FEF permitted us we would create 
the national championship. We went to the FEF 
board and requested that they give us the 
responsibility as CONFA. They did not take a 
minute to accept the request. Later, we talked with 
the Minister, and he endorsed us. We made a budget, 
we presented the project and the Minister decided to 
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give us the resources to carry out the first national
championship. On that first occasion, we did it with 
16 teams. As the start of women's football was a
political decision of the FEF and Ministry, it was a 
decision to assume that responsibility by part of the 
CONFA (Mantilla, 2016).

The first project elaborated by the CONFA was presented to the 

Ministry of Sports on March 26, 2013, signed by Amilcar Mantilla president 

of the CONFA and Antonio Pozo president of the Women’s Football 

Commission. 

As background for the application of the project, the following is 

mentioned: 

As is public knowledge, the results obtained in these 
participations, forces us to structure training 
processes that lead women's football to reach a 
privileged place in both national and international 
championships; through the process implementation 
structure, better results would be obtained in the 
technical character; these processes must be 
reinforced with the realization of national 
championships in which the Sports Clubs must 
conform to the female category and participate in 
the National Inter-Club Championship that 
maintains as a specific goal the F.E.F. for the 
current year.

The massification of hundreds of female athletes 
is the fundamental basis of the sporting development 
of this project; since it is feasible due to the growing 
demand for female participation. With a project of 
these characteristics with the aspirations that every 
human being has, and of primordial character in the 
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women that can be part of our selection (Mantilla & 
Pozo, Project of National Football Championship in 
the feminine category, 2013)

The project has one general objective and three specific objectives 

which are detailed below. 

General Objective: To develop an Absolute Women's National Football 

Championship, promoting the observation of talents and their preparation 

that enables players to form a selection according to the needs of Ecuadorian 

and world women's football, to achieving classification for South American 

championships, World Cups and Olympic Games.

Specific Objectives: a) Encourage the practice of women's soccer as an 

inexhaustible source of human resources to obtain talented female players 

who form part of different categories, with a high technical level that meets

the biotypological characteristics necessary for international competitions.

b) Encourage Clubs for participation in this contest, with the performance of 

young female athletes, strengthening the need to implement training 

processes and train them for development in the active practice of the 

community in general.

c) Allow identifying the best athletes who meet a high technical level, which 

will strengthen the ranks of selected of our country, in the national and 
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international tournaments of clubs and teams (Mantilla & Pozo, Project of 

National Football Championship in the feminine category, 2013).

With these objectives, the project wanted to achieve five goals.

- Increase the statistics of youth football talents in the female 

category.

-Achieve the massification of athletes at the provincial level, in 

legally constituted clubs.

-Get the participation of at least 24 clubs for the year 2014, with the 

creation of a new category.

-Represent the Country in a decorous manner at an international 

level.

-Make the growth known to the whole world thanks to the 

strengthening provided by the Ministry of Sport to women's football 

in local and international tournaments. 

The project aimed to support the participating clubs to cover all the 

expenses that the championship demands and the requested budget for all 

the championship were the following.
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Table 3. Budget of the Female Football National Championship

Items Costs

Uniforms $ 5.760,00 USD

Technical Staff $ 21.600,00 USD

Referees $ 40.800,00 USD

Mobilization $ 34.200,00 USD.

Feeding $ 26.640,00 USD

Lodging $ 26.640,00 USD

Locker Room Expenses $ 10.880,00 USD

Game Inspectors $ 10.880,00 USD

Indirect Costs

Various $ 14.024,00 USD

Total $ 191.424,00 USD

The direct beneficiaries were 12 clubs from 11 different provinces 

out of 24 provinces that conform the country, with a number of 24 members

per each club including players and technical staff. The championship was 

developed usually and gave way to the champion team to represent the 

country internationally in the women's Cup America. 
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After the first national championship developed in 2013, it has been 

carried out the following years until now, with different types of 

complications but in one way or another, it has been developed.

In the year 2014 the national championship grew to have a category 

A with 12 teams and a category B with 12 teams, more than showed that the 

incentive for the participation of more women in football gave results. In 

this year the budget delivered by the Ministry of Sport amounted to 427,570

USD. 

In the following year 2015, the championship was maintained with 

the same modality of two categories, but the economic contribution of the 

ministry fell to 300,000 USD due to the financial crisis that crosses the 

country and the budget cut to that portfolio of state. In the inauguration 

ceremony, the Minister of Sport and former amateur football player Catalina 

Ontaneda said: 10 years ago we saw this as an unattainable goal, now I feel 

very proud to inaugurate this championship that we needed so much. Let's 

continue living these dreams (Comunication, 2015). 

Due to the economic crisis of the country and the reduction of the 

budget of the Ministry of sport, in 2016 this governmental institution did not 

contribute with any budget for the development of the national 
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championship which generated a considerable delay in the start of the 

championship and forced the CONFA to seek resources from CONMEBOL. 

This issue affected the modality of the championship reducing the time of 

competition to a few months.

In the present year 2017 the reality of the National championship has 

not been so much different than the past year and the Ministry of Sport 

couldn’t give any financial support again so the modality of the 

championship again has changed and it’s going to be played the first round 

in one weekend in three different cities and the final round in another 

weekend.

Below is a chart of the different budgets assigned to the national 

women's football championship from the year 2013 to the present. 
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Figure 2. Budgets of National Championships

As it can be seen in the chart, the column number 1 shows the 

assigned budget for the year 2013, column 2 for the budget of 2014, column 

3 for the budget of 2015, column 4 for the budget of 2016 and column 5 for 

the budget of 2017. 

The chart shows the difference and irregularity of the budgets 

assigned year after year for the development of the national championship 

which directly affects its normal functioning and women's soccer in the 

country itself. It can be seen that in 2016 and 2017 the Ministry of Sport did 

not contribute anything and the budget assigned by the CONFA is unknown 
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but it is sure to be much lower than in the past years since the modality of 

the championship and the allocation of resources for each of the clubs has 

changed radically.

The lack of economic resources and the scarce administrative efforts 

to obtain alternative budgets have meant that it is not possible to carry out a 

correct and sustainable planning that benefits the correct development of the 

championship to the clubs and the athletes. Despite all these problems as 

mentioned in previous paragraphs, it can be seen that the only and best 

achievements at the international level of the national team have been in the 

wake of the creation and execution of the national championship project

since 2013. Demonstrating in this way that despite all the problems the 

existence of a national championship benefits the level of our players and 

therefore the women's football itself.

In spite of the achievements already mentioned after the 

implementation of the national championship in 2013, we find as the most 

important achievement the qualification of the national team to the world 

cup of Canada 2015. Which created many expectations about a possible 

break-in support of football female in the country regarding more media 
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coverage and sponsors that could help to improve the administration of the 

national championship.

However, the reality was completely different as the expected 

starting from the statements of the former president of the Ecuadorian 

Football Federation Luis Chiriboga during the preparation of the female 

national team for the Pan Americans games and the World Cup. 

In an interview on La Deportiva radio, Chiriboga was annoyed to 

refer to the Women's National Team since it was asked if the women’s team 

will have prizes for their participation and achievements in the Canada 2015 

World Cup, as well as the men's team. "It cannot be the same, if the 

Women's National Team does not produce half a cent divided in half, 

everything that is done with the Women's National Team is an extraordinary 

effort of the Ecuadorian Football Federation, women's football produces 

absolutely nothing (economically), but we make an effort so that the girls do 

not lack and have a preparation with everything necessary (Universo, 2015).

Later he also mentioned that not even the big companies of female products 

that earn millions of dollars want to invest in women’s football.

As it can be seen, women's soccer in Ecuador faces several problems 

of different kinds, starting with the economic aspect, which leads to 
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irregularity and an improper functioning in the championships and activities 

to the development of the sport itself. This generates disinterests in the 

leaders and the administration does not generate serious and sustainable 

proposals to be able to maintain an adequate planning.

As FIFA is the governing body of football worldwide and the 

Ecuadorian Football Federation is a member association of it, is essential to 

describe and mention here the structure that FIFA has for women’s football.

FIFA divides the structure of women’s football into five main topics; 

mission and objectives, development programs, women’s health, women’s 

survey and symposium. This five topic include an understanding of the 

context of women’s football, statistics, and managerial points of view and 

recommendations for the development of this sport in the world.

The FIFA’s mission for women’s football is: promote the 

development of women's football and pledges to support women's football 

financially and to give players, coaches, referees and officials the 

opportunity to become actively involved in football. FIFA is helping to 

popularise the game by increasing public awareness and conducting 

information campaigns as well as overcoming social and cultural obstacles 
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for women with the ultimate aim of improving women's standing in society

(FIFA, 2017)

For accomplishing their mission, they propose the following 

objectives.

To ensure that every girl and woman who wants to play football has the 

opportunity to do so.

To help member associations to overcome the main challenges of 

developing women’s football.

To promote female opportunities, both on and off the pitch.

To involve more former female players.

To have more quality top-level female coaches.

To help build sustainable (professional) national and regional women’s 

football competitions at various levels.

To continually improve the quality, the organization and the expansion of 

FIFA women's football competitions.
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To encourage the promotion and marketing of women’s football at all levels 

to grow participation, build the audience and potential target partners (FIFA, 

2017). 

Regarding the development programs, they offer the member 

associations support in different areas such as governance, financial, 

technical, etc.  In total, there are nine different types of programs for MAs to 

choose from, focusing on four main areas of football development –

competitions, management, education and promotion. This includes the Live 

Your Goals campaign launched in 2011 to inspire more young girls and 

women to get involved in football (FIFA, 2017). Is important to mention 

that in the 64th FIFA Congress in 2014 the outline for the ten key

development principles for women’s football was approved. 

In 2014 the FIFA conducted the women’s football survey with the 

participation of 177 member associations. Six areas related to women's 

football were taken into account; Overall development and leagues; 

Governance and integration; Female participation in football; Investment in 

women’s football; Awareness and media coverage; Perception, needs and 

challenges.

Some of the main findings where:
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-Only 23 percent of MAs has dedicated staff for women’s football.

-80 percent of MAs have a senior team and only 50 percent have 

youth teams

-78 percent of MAs have a National Women’s Football League· 82 

percent of the top women’s football leagues are managed by MAs

-Number of registered players: 4,801,360

-Girls at Grassroots programmes: 1,166,926

-Global participation: 30,145,700

(FIFA, 2017)

FIFA Since 1995 organizes a symposium every four years on 

women’s football to create a networking opportunity, share case studies, 

discuss the status of women’s football worldwide and give advice and 

direction to the 209 member associations. In here the member association 

has the opportunity to discuss their current situations and get advices from 

the governing body for having a sustainable work together learning from 

other experiences. 

Once the results of the research work and information and data 

collection are exposed, we can have a perspective of the process that 
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women's football has experienced in Ecuador and its current condition with 

the understanding of what is happening in the international context with the 

guidance’s of the main governing body of football, FIFA.

4.1.2. Interviews

As mentioned in the previous chapters, to perform the analysis of the 

information obtained from the participants throughout the research work, 

with the aim of answering the research questions, a model that allows 

crossing the topics of the research questions with the groups of participants 

was developed. The model allows having a bright panorama about the 

opinion of each of the participants about the issues raised according to the 

development of women's soccer in the country.

The model is represented in the following table.

Table 4. Analysis Model

          RQ
          Themes

Participants

Community 
Leagues

National 
Championship

Professional 
League

Additional 
Information

Players

Coaches

Managers

Relatives of the 
players
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With this figurative explanation, we could pass to develop the 

findings dividing them by the exposed themes according to each group of 

participants. As it can be seen in the table the research questions themes are 

divided in four; Community leagues, national championship, professional 

league, additional information and they are crossed with the answers of the 

four groups of participants; players, coaches, managers, relatives of the 

players.

The interview held with the participants was based in a questionnaire 

of eight questions divided in the mentioned themes, 2 for community 

leagues, 3 for the national championship, 1 for the professional league and 2 

for additional information.

What is intended with these interviews is to obtain the perspective of 

the main actors in women's football in Ecuador and then in the discussion be 

able to link with the data collection and achieve an adequate understanding 

of the entire context of the sport, and its development in the country.

4.1.2.1. Community leagues

Players

With the two questions related to community leagues, one talking 

about the role these organizations have played in the development of female 
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football in Ecuador and the other talking about if they have the same 

importance nowadays, the obtained findings were the following.

According to the role, that community leagues have played in the 

development of female football the three players agreed in the considerable

importance that these leagues have played accepting that the majority of the 

players have started in community leagues and some of them are still 

playing there. Player 3 said, “I consider that a very important role, since 

most of the players that nowadays play the national championship come 

from playing in neighborhood championships.”

Regarding the question about if the community leagues still have the 

same importance two of them said that for sure they have still much

importance because is in where many girls start playing and for the other 

these leagues don’t have the same importance than before because many 

players prefer just playing the national championship because it offers better 

opportunities.

Coaches

The two interviewed coaches one woman and one man, about the 

community leagues agreed in that they are the main point of the process of 
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development of football in the country, for Coach 2, which works in a 

university team:

A lot, we could say that they are the pioneers in the 
development and the massification of women's 
football, it is a starting point in the majority of 
athletes that reach amateur levels and a source of 
momentum in women footballers looking for a space 
for recreation. Therefore, their role is very 
important. (Coach 2)

Moreover, for the Coach 1 Community leagues are the place in 

which the players could be in activity the whole year.

About the importance of community leagues nowadays, Coach 2 

emphasizes the strong structure and proper organization of these leagues and 

also about the respect for the processes of the players and their categories. 

On the contrary Coach 1 believes that some players have moved away from 

the community leagues due to the not-so-developed level and to avoid 

injuries.

Managers

Regarding the community leagues and their importance, three 

women managers where interviewed, all of them mention the importance of 

community leagues remarking their organization, the given space to women 
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and that they are the starting point of female football in the country. 

Manager 3 states:

It is an important contribution that community 
leagues give, it is the initial stage of many athletes 
before playing an amateur tournament or being 
selected for a province or the country, it practically 
became the grassroots of many Clubs, in which the 
work in formative stages becomes very difficult and 
the community leagues provide players who can 
work and achieve short-term results. (Manager 3)

About the current importance of community leagues, one of them 

mentioned that they still have the same importance, but the other two have 

different perspectives and they think that after the creation of a national 

championship the things have change. For example, for Manager 1:

Now that there is women's football at a better level 
and better conditions than in the community leagues 
I think that young players who want to reach a 
professional level and international should move 
away from the community leagues and find a team 
that plays the national championship. Due to the 
conditions of the courts of the community leagues, 
and to the type of "amateur" players there is a very 
high risk of injury. (Manager 1)

For Manager 3 the community leagues managers have taken wrong 

decisions that affect the development of the sport:

As a result of the national championship and 
participation of athletes in national teams, 
unfortunately, they took a position not suitable for 
the development of women's football by preventing 
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athletes who are selected, participate in 
neighborhood tournaments, calling them 
professionals; which has caused a decline in the 
role they had played in favor of women's soccer in 
Ecuador, where there is still no professional 
football”. (Manager 3)

Relatives of players

Two mothers of the players were interviewed, they also mentioned 

that the community leagues they are very important in the development of 

women's football since is where most of the girls start playing, and it is the 

only place where they can be shown for later join other provincial teams or 

participate in the national championship. Relative one said:

My girl start playing in the community league of our 
neighborhood when she was 11 then the older 
teammates took her to the club that participates in 
the national championship and now she is even part 
of the U-20 national team. (Relative 1)

Both of them also said that community leagues still have the same 

importance because hundreds of girls and women continue playing there 

because the level is not that high and is a perfect option for recreation.     

4.1.2.2. National championship

Players

The questions related to this theme were about the importance of the 

creation of a national championship and the process and prior achievements. 
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The three of them agreed in their answers that is very important in the way 

that it improves the level of the players and by this improvement the 

national team also reached a better level and for Player 1 other very 

important point is that, “the stereotype that only men play soccer is being 

removed; Now it is becoming equitable although in low proportions”.

About the questions of the process and achievements of and with the 

creation of a national championship.  Is vital to mention that they know that 

the championships are financially supported by the Ministry of Sports and 

carried out by the FEF and for all of them the most significant achievement 

is the qualification to the World Cup Canada 2015 and some other 

international participations.

Coaches

For Coach 2 the national championship is still in process and it does

not have the adequate support and this make that the clubs are self-financing 

it. For Priscila, at the beginning, it started very good but later because of the 

wrong management and personal interests the organization has decreased a 

lot.   

The two coaches agree that the national championship has helped to 

improve the competitive level and this has benefited the national teams to 
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improve the level in international competitions. They also believe that 

because of this, the practice of women's football in girls has been 

encouraged from an early age, giving an essential space to women in sports 

in general and in society.

About the achievements after the creation of the championship 

Coach 2 gives his point of view mentioning the following. “Detection of 

new talents, dissemination, generate spaces where girls can improve their 

sport development, participate in international tournaments, stimulate that 

girls of an early age begin in training processes, empower national and 

provincial teams.” Moreover, both of them mention that the most significant

sport achievement is the qualification to the World Cup Canada 2015 for the 

first time in history.

Managers

Regarding the national championship, managers mentioned and 

agreed that the national championship had an excellent beginning when the 

Ministry of Sports was supporting it but then it has decrease and this affects 

the level of competitiveness. 

They believe that a national championship is an excellent option for 

the development of female football but due to the lack of resources and 
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some wrong administrative decisions, it got stuck and now is not going 

anywhere. For Manager 1 it is an crucial space from a managerial point of 

view because it gives more seriousness to the female sport in the country,

she commented, “There is an official body that supports women's football 

which makes the sport and the tournament get more prestige. There is 

constant and organized competition, something that did not exist before”.   

For Manager 3 some important achievements besides the sport

achievements like the improvement in the international participations are: 

Greater participation of followers in each women's 
football game, reduction of mentality and macho 
culture in which only men play football and women 
must do household tasks and increased growth of 
women's participation in football from an early age 
(11 years). (Manager 3)

Relatives of players

For the two relatives at the beginning with the support of the 

Ministry of Sports the organization and everything was very good but 

nowadays it has decreased. Relative two said, “At the beginning, the 

championship was longer and they were even giving the uniforms to the 

players, now we have to help the club with the expenses.”
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They think that the importance of the national league is that the 

players could show their skills even at international level and this could help 

them to get scholarships for studying abroad. 
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4.1.2.3. Professional league

Players

This question was about if they think that a professional league will 

help to improve the sport in the country. Their answer was that, of course,

explaining that this is what every player wants, the chance of showing their 

skills receiving the same benefits and incentives than the men. For Player 3

the creation of a professional league is very important, but it still has to be 

supported by organizations like the Ministry of Sport to assure the 

sustainability.

Coaches

The two coaches mentioned that having a professional league is the 

goal of female football for exploding the potential of the Ecuadorian players 

but if we continue making the same managerial mistakes we are not going to 

reach anything. Coach 2 said, “If that space is occupied by committed, 

honest people and knowledge of women's football, I am sure it would help 

to improve enormously.”
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Managers

For two of the managers, it would be the ideal thing to have a 

professional league to give female football the importance it deserves but it 

should be an independent body that manages its own financial and sport

structure. On the other hand Manager 1 thinks that is not time yet for having 

a professional league:

Although women's football is different from men's 
soccer, I believe that the support of men's soccer is 
fundamental for the development of women's soccer. 
This is why I think that currently an independent 
league is not the best alternative for women's soccer,
since it is not like the men's soccer is managed. 
(Manager 1)

Relatives of players

Both of the interviewed relatives mentioned that they don’t have a 

clear concept of what the professional league is but they think it could help 

the clubs to get more sponsors and by that give better conditions to the 

players.

4.1.2.4. Additional information

Players

Regarding this theme, one question was about how they got involved 

in football and the other what other aspects could help to improve the sport 
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in the country. For the first one all of them mentioned that they started 

playing with boys and then they searched for female teams especially in 

community leagues.  For the second they said that the economic support is 

the main aspect to take on consideration but also more interest from the part 

of the managers, infrastructure and an adequate organization of the 

championship.

Coaches

Is important to mention about their involvement in female football, 

Coach 1 start playing it at elementary school with her male classmates and 

then in community leagues with other women and then she studied physical 

education and became a women’s football coach. Coach 2 became a 

women’s coach by chance when he helps a friend with some practices of a 

female team and he got very interested in this field, and he stayed in it. 

Regarding other aspects that could help to develop women’s football, 

both of them agreed in that the main point is the economic support and 

managerial efforts for getting sponsors. Coach 2 also mentioned that “For 

me, the most important is that girls begin to occupy the spaces of decision.”

Managers
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Is important to mention that the three interviewed managers are 

former players, so they get involved in football since they were very young 

playing with boys and in community leagues and two of them have been 

members of national teams. 

For Manager 1 for continuing the adequate development of women’s 

football:

(…)There must be more transparency on the part of 
the organizations that manage women's soccer. You
need people trained to handle this sport, people with 
academic experience and not only empirical. There 
must be better administration (financial, 
commercial, advertisement). Unfortunately, this is a 
problem that is not only part of women's soccer but 
of Ecuadorian soccer in general. However, women's 
soccer is in the early stages of development, so it is 
easier to solve these problems and prevent it from 
ending the same as men's soccer. (Manager 1)

Relatives of players

Both of the interviewed relatives get involved in female football 

because their daughters start getting interested in the sport and they decided 

to support them.

Also for both of them, the most important thing for the development 

of women’s football is finding good sponsors from the private sector to 

support the sport in the country. 
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4.2. Discussion

Once presented and exposed the results obtained both in the work of 

gathering information and in the interviews with the participants of the 

research, it is possible to move on to develop the discussion between the 

results and the theoretical concepts presented in Chapter 2. 

As the primary objective of this research is to understand the process 

of development of women's football in Ecuador, it is necessary to 

understand the achievements and difficulties that this discipline has 

experienced by going through the stages and themes raised. 

Knowing that sport is an important axis in contemporary societies, 

due to its characteristics of secularism, to offer equal opportunities to 

compete and conditions of competition, specialization of roles, by 

rationalization, by its bureaucratic organization and the quantification and 

search of the record, these are also typical characteristics of modern society 

that arises from the industrial revolution characteristics.

It is, therefore, essential to study and understand the importance of 

different dynamics that occur in the daily lives of individuals who interact

with sport and society. 
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It can be seen that as society changes and develops, sport also 

regarding the interrelationships that are generated between individuals, at a 

sporting level and at a managerial level inside it. 

As can be seen throughout the development of this work, football 

has experienced a process that goes by the hand with the development of 

society in general.

Looking at the starting point of the development of women’s 

football in Ecuador that is the community leagues, in which women 

experienced many difficulties from mockery and insults to physical 

aggression and managerial obstacles to avoid their participation. It could be 

seen that women have overcome these issues and community leagues have 

played a vital role in women's football helping to break barriers and 

paradigms not only in sports but also gender thus contributing to the 

development of society in general for 40 years.

For the author Gertrud Pfister, What is conspicuous is that women 

are increasingly taking part in sports that for many years were absolutely

taboo for them and which in the last two or three decades have been 

undergoing a ‘sex change.’ It is taken for granted today, for example, that 

women take part in the biathlon (originally a military discipline), water polo, 
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marathon, the ‘iron man,’ soccer or cycling, all of which were exclusively 

men’s sports until the 1970s (Pfister G. , 2010).

Also is very important to mention that due to the strong structure and 

organizational capacity the community leagues are a very significant space 

to support girls and women that are interested in practicing football and this 

has been the starting point of the development of women’s football in other 

levels.

At this point, we could pass to talk about the next step of the 

development of female football which is the creation of the national 

championship around 30 years after women start practicing football in the 

country.

As it was defined in chapter 2 of this work, we could find three types 

of non-professional football practiced in the country, recreational, 

community leagues and amateur football.

Linking these concepts with the obtained results, we could locate 

women’s football nowadays with the existence of the national championship.  

In the third one amateur football, which is practiced first in a cantonal and 

then provincial manner, this type of practice is an ascent to professional 

football so it has a larger organization that involves more investment of 
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money and a more serious managerial practice as well as the preparation of 

the teams, the same ones who train during the week with technical staff 

assigned to compete in the weekend and achieve a quota in the second 

category that is professional football.        

We could find that the main difference with this concept and practice, 

is that in women’s football there is not the next stage that is professional 

football, the only thing that could be reached is a place in Copa Libertadores 

that is an international, regional championship. 

As findings also show the national championship that has been held

since 2013, worked outstandingly the three first years with the support of 

the state through the Ministry of Sports, but nowadays it has decreased in a 

significant way.

This proper management in the first years gave important results as 

the first qualification to a women’s football world cup in Canada 2015, 

which shows that if we encourage and support the development of women's 

football in the country we can obtain excellent results and reach 

representative objectives.

The findings also show that female football and the national 

championship faces different problems from a managerial point of view, 
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starting from economic issues to non-prepared managers and lack of interest 

of the different stakeholders. 

In the last eight years, FIFA has emphasized the encourage of 

development of female football within its member association with 

programs and many types of support what is an excellent opportunity to take 

advantage and make efforts in the country to continue making a good work.

One crucial recommendation and objective of FIFA is to encourage 

women to occupy decisive positions in football organizations around the 

world. Chelladurai gives a short but accurate definition about leadership 

related to sport that could help for the understanding of this specific point, 

the “behavioral process aimed at influencing members to work toward 

achieving the group’s goals” (Chelladurai, 1999). 

Regarding this issue of women in leadership positions is accurate to 

cite Burton on her work of women in sport organizations when she says that, 

Despite the quality of scholarship put forward and the practical implications 

discussed by scholars in the field, women continue to face challenges and 

obstacles when seeking leadership positions in sport organizations (Burton 

L. , 2013).
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In this point is essential to mention that the three managers contacted 

for the interviews were women what means that somehow women is having 

an essential space in the clubs and in the managerial positions of female 

football in Ecuador.

Recent estimates suggest that there are 26 million women and girls 

now playing soccer worldwide at some level (FIFA Women 2015). 

However, the recognition and support given to women’s soccer, as well as 

its organizational bases, vary considerably from country to country; for 

example, although there were 120 football federations listed in the FIFA 

Women’s World Ranking with an active national squad in 2013,women’s 

soccer leagues exist in only 61 countries (Williams, 2013).

This statement of Williams allows moving to the discussion of 

whether the creation of a professional league is beneficial for the 

development of women's football.

As it could be seen in the findings of the research female football in 

Ecuador is still in the process of development, and there is still a lot of work 

to do and things to change. The results of the creation of a national league in 

Ecuador shows that there are short-term achievements and if the creation of 
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a professional league is not possible yet because of the undeveloped sport 

industry of the country, it would be important to arise its creation as a long-

term goal to achieve in the continuous process of development.

Just to make a brief comparison between women’s football and the 

process of development of men’s football in Ecuador is necessary to cite 

Fernando Bustamente when he states that football in Ecuador has four well-

defined stages:

- Archaic or incipient period. The exotic "private" amateurism: 

1900-1918.

- Formative period (mass amateurism): 1918-1955.

- Early professionalism: 1955-1990.

- Globalized professionalism: 1990-.

(Bustamante, 2006)

As it can be seen for reaching a real and structured professionalism,

it took around 90 years for men’s football, because of the conditions of the 

sport industry in the country. For Pfister, Depending on the region, country 

and (football) culture, women’s football and its players face diverse 
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challenges. Many of these are basic, stemming from stereotypes and a lack 

of resources that contribute to unsafe playing conditions (Pfister G. , 2015).

Although it is true that the integration of women in sport has 

undergone a significant process, it is observed that in the XXI century it is 

still an issue due to stereotypes that still exist and gender conceptions that 

remain immersed in society. Because of this is almost impossible analyzing 

the current sport landscape without looking at the mass media role. For 

Pfister, in the sporting reality constructed by the media women are scarcely 

present (Pfister G. , 2010).

These statements of Pfister result very accurate because as we know 

in modern sport, media plays a crucial role and in the case of female football 

in Ecuador there is a complete lack of media coverage having just one radio 

station and one TV channel that follows the national championships.

Finally it is important to mention that the female football has to be 

understood and treated besides men’s football as a different area but is 

important to use the experience of the development process of men’s 

football, regarding this point FIFA in the 10 key development principles for 

women’s football approved in its 64th congress in Sao Paulo, in the points 5 

and 9 states that:
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5. Women’s football is at a different development stage to men’s football, 

and differs in other important respects on and off the field - hence it requires 

special focus and expertise to thrive. Therefore, expertise in women’s 

football is a valuable and unique skill set. Such experts should be involved 

in all key decisions about the women’s game.

9. Because men’s football is already well-established, women’s football 

needs to be “incubated” within football’s governing bodies via appropriate 

organisational structures which provide the necessary focus to realise its 

potential. (FIFA, 2017)
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Chapter 5. Conclusions

For coming up with the conclusions of the present work, it is 

important to have a bright panorama of the context of the primary objective 

that is the process of development of female football in Ecuador.   To have a 

clear understanding of the context of the development process, it was 

necessary to go through the entire research model, and based on the analysis 

of the findings from the theoretical concepts stated, the following can be 

concluded.

The community leagues have played a fundamental role in the 

development process of women's football in Ecuador being the main starting 

point and space in which women have been able to get involved in this sport 

either as a recreation or at a competitive level, offering opportunities to 

women of all ages and all social classes of the country.

The stable organizational structure of the community leagues allows 

for an adequate sporting development of women, providing the opportunity 

to generate training processes that feed football at a more competitive level 

such as the clubs that participate in the national championship.

The national championship emerged thanks to the joint work of the 

two institutions that regulate sport in general and football in the country, 
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contributing with a successful development of women's football in the first 

three years of existence.

The creation of the national championship offered very important 

sporting achievements in a short period of time demonstrating that women's 

football in the country has a lot of potential and that it is necessary having a 

sustained and planed work to achieve important goals that contribute not 

only to the development of the sport but also to the society in general.

It is not viable at the moment the creation of a professional league of 

women's football because the sports industry of the country is not fully 

developed, but it is important to consider this proposal as a long-term goal.

Setting goals such as the creation of a professional women's football 

league with clear objectives and good planning will help the development 

process of women's football progress in a steadily way. 

5.1. Recommendations

Once the research is done, it is important and necessary to suggest 

certain recommendations that can contribute to the development process of 

women's football in Ecuador.
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Contribute and support the development of more academic work 

related to women's football in both managerial and technical aspects and 

sports development itself.

Take advantage of the interest and desire of FIFA to support 

women's football worldwide and try to take into account and implement the 

recommendations raised by this international federation.

Apply to the support programs for the development of women's 

football proposed by FIFA through the Ecuadorian Football Federation

Undertake joint work with the community leagues to maintain the 

development of women's football at all levels and encourage these sports 

organizations to continue working in the grassroots level and the training 

and preparation of new players.

Follow with patience the respective development process setting 

long-term goals with a well-defined planning for a sustainable and stable 

development. 
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Questionnaire 

1. How and why you got involved in women's football?

2. - What role have the community leagues played in the development of 

women's football in the country?

3. - Do you think that the community leagues still have the same power and 

importance in relation to women's football nowadays?

4. - How was the process of the development of the national women's 

football championship?

5. - How do you think the creation of a national championship helped the 

development of women's football?

6. - What achievements have been obtained after the creation of the national 

championship?

7. - What other aspects do you think could help to improve women's football 

in the country? 

8. - Do you think that the creation of a professional league of women's 

football (endorsed by the sports regulatory bodies in the country but with 

independent management and functioning) would help to improve this sport 

in Ecuador?
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국문초록

에콰도르 여자 축구의 발전

Nicolás Terán

글로벌 스포츠 매니지먼트 잔공

체육교육과

서울 대학교 대학원

본 연구는 에콰도르에서 여성 축구의 발전 과정을 파악하고

분석하는데 목적이 있다. 시대별 접근 방식을 통해 4 개의 단계로

구분이 되었다: 지역 리그, 국가 대표팀 생성, 아마추어 선수권 대회 및

전국 선수권대회.

여자 축구의 맥락을 전체적으로 이해하기 위해 관련 문서 및

정보를 수집하는 작업이 수행되었고, 이후 여자 축구를 형성하는
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다양한 사람들, 즉 선수, 코치, 매니저 및 운동 선수의 친척들과 면담을

진행했다.

위와 같은 데이터 수집 방법으로 다음과 같은 결과가 나타났다.

여자 축구는 경영 수준과 사회적 수준에서 미흡하고 문제점을 찾을 수

있었다. 계획 및 기획의 부족, 지원 부족, 조직적 문제점, 무관심, 젠더, 

그리고 무엇보다도 국가의 스포츠 산업 발전의 미흡한 상태임을 알 수

있었다.

에콰도르에서 여자 축구가 현실적으로 진행 될 수 있는

해결책은 스포츠의 전반적인 발전과 스포츠에 대한 존중, 세계의

스포츠 연맹의 제안과 현재 축구를 통해 이루어지고 있는

프로그램들의 장점을 에콰도르에상황에 적용하여 발전 시켜야한다.

주요어: 여자 축구, 발전, 지역리그, 전국선수권대회

학번: 2017-23974
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